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Modeling of plasma dynamics at the air-water interface: Application 
to laser shock processing
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The gas-dynamic expansion stage ol'thp plasma at the air-water interface is studied numerically lor 
the setup corresponding to the laser shock processing of materials in the water-conlined regime. I he 
plasma is induced by a laser radiation of the intensity range 4 -1 7  G W/cnr at the 1.06 and 0.353 /on 
laser wavelength. A mathematical description of the plasma is performed in the Irnme ol transient 
two-dimensional radiative gas dynamics, which incorporates the system ol gas-dynamic equations 
and the radiation transfer equation. The studies performed indicate that the plasma evolution 
significantly depends on the laser wavelength. For the IR laser effect the expansion mechanism is 
the fast propagation of the ionization wave toward the laser source, and for the UV laser effect the 
laser supported detonation wave is formed. The plasma radiation contributes significantly to the 
redistribution of energy inside the plasma domain and, for the UV effect, forms the domain of 
preionization ahead of the shock wave. In both cases the plasma becomes opaque: for the IR effect 
it occurs over a very short period of time, 3 -5  ns, while for the UV effect the process lakes much 
longer. When the laser intensity is increased, the peak intensity and the duration of the transmitted 
pulse tend to reach a saturation level. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1378061]

I. INTRODUCTION

A number of promising applications for the laser shock 
processing (LSP) of materials placed in weakly absorbing 
media (e.g., water or alcohol solutes)1-3 initiated intensive 
studies of laser radiation interaction with solid targets and 
water.4 8 The investigations performed revealed the great va
riety and complexity of the phenomena involved. Qualitative 
and quantitative regularities of the process change depending 
on the main laser parameters: wavelength, peak intensity, 
pulse duration, time, and space intensity distribution.

Laser-water interaction proceeds in thermal mode for as 
long as the intensity G is less than IOfiW/cm2. Once the 
intensity has exceeded 106 W/cnr the heating is accompa
nied by evaporation. Both regimes are characterized by (he 
formation and propagation of photoacoustic signals. In par
ticular, complex high-frequency oscillations imposed on ba
sic acoustic signal were observed at irradiation of water by 
long pulses (r*=3 /xs) of C 0 2 laser, for the thermal (G®=3 
X l0 5 W/cm2) and evaporation (G =  2.5X 1()6 W/cm2) 
modes.9 It was shown that the oscillations result from weak 
intensity modulation on the trailing edge of the laser pulse. 
The transition to shorter (0.2-0.3 /xs) and higher intensity 
( ~  I07 W/cm2) pulses led to the disappearance of the oscil
lations and the generation of a bipolar acoustic signal of 
great amplitude —3 0 -6 0  bar. When laser pulses with a steep 
trailing edge were applied, a strong negative pressure signal 
was generated with the amplitude several limes that of the 
original positive signal. If the negative pressure exceeds a
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certain threshold value it causes instability of deflagration or 
the Rayleigh-Taylor type.10,11

The transition to nanosecond range of pulse duration and 
intensities of G >  1()9 W/cm2 is characterized by plasma for
mation near the target surface with typical pressure /) 
=“ ( 1 -5 )Х 1 0 4 bar and generation of high-powt r shock 
wave.4"6 The pressure pulse of the plasma can be utilized 
for example, to improve the fatigue behavior of ahiminum 
alloys and to post-treat the C 0 2 laser-quench' 1 steel 
surface.2

One of the main problems of LSP is to increase the 
power and duration of the pressure pulse. The application of 
the transparent liquid layer placed onto the treated surface 
presents an effective technique to reach this objective [Fig. 
1(a)]. From one side, the liquid slows down evaporation and 
prevents removal of the absorbed energy by the How of 
evaporated substance. 'The instantaneously heated layer has 
no time to expand and all the energy converts into compres
sive stress. Also, the dense liquid medium confines the ex
pansion of the plasma formed near the interface, which leads 
to the further increase of the amplitude and duration of the 
pressure pulse.3 Another direction of the LSP efficiency in
crease is the application of nanosecond laser pulses with an 
intensity of Ю10-  l()12 W/cm2.7

A limiting factor of the confining layer applica1 on is the 
formation of secondary plasma at the air-water interlace 
[Fig. 1(a)]. The plasma partially or completely absorbs the 
incident laser pulse and as a result the pulse that actually 
affects the target (transmitted) becomes shorter and weaker- 
than the incident one. A detailed analysis of the transmission
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FIG. I. (a) Scheme of laser shock processing in the water-confined regime 
accompanied by the breakdown plasma initiation in air and probing of the 
plasma transmission: (h) coordinate frame, configuration of computational 
domain and laser beam parameters. Laser pulses have Gaussian distributions 
of intensity on space and time with t= I .7 X I0 ~ 8 s and /? = (). 15 cm and 
peak intensities of G(l> = 4 -  17 GW/cm: .

of the air plasma induced by the laser pulse with duration of 
25-30  ns at a wavelength of 1.06 /urn was performed in Ref. 
8. The technique was proposed to estimate the parameters of 
the transmitted pulse by means of the transmission measure
ments of the probe radiation [Fig. 1(a)],

Plasma formation near the surface of a target irradiated 
by micro- and nanosecond laser pulses was studied in a num
ber of experimental and theoretical papers.12-16 It was shown 
that the evolution of the plasma is strongly coupled with the 
target ablation and proceeds in significantly different ways as 
compared to plasma in pure gaseous medium. The performed 
experiments revealed the complex structure of plasma pat
terns and essential differences between the expansion of 
plasma initiated by IR ( \= 1 .0 6  /tin) and UV (A=0.308 /tin) 
lasers.15'16

The theoretical description of the plasma is complicated 
if the plasma radiation significantly contributes to the energy 
balance. Under this condition, variable opacity plasma 
should be described by models of radiative gas dynamics 
(RGD), which incorporates the system of gas dynamic equa
tions and the radiation transfer equation (RTF).17-20

The expansion of laser plasma can proceed in various 
conditions (regimes) depending on laser pulse and gas

parameters.IR For laser supported combustion regimes the 
plasma is characterized by the temperature ol a lew electron 
volts, the subsonic velocity of expansion and low pressure 
close to the pressure of undisturbed gas. The main mecha
nisms of energy transfer are heat conductivity and subsonic 
radiation wave. On the other hand, for dctoim ion regimes 
[laser supported detonation (L.SD) wave, supeisonic radia
tion wave, ionization wave, and their different combinations! 
the high temperature ( T~ lOeV), high pressure differences 
(hundreds and thousands of bars) and supersonic velocities 
of plasma pattern propagation arc realized.

The analysis of laser plasma evolution by meat's of RGD 
models was performed in Refs. 21-27. The two-o uensional 
(2D) expansion of air plasma into the environmeni at a pres: 
sure of 1-100 bar was studied in Refs. 21 and 2. It was 
established that the expansion mechanism change: based on 
a value of counter-pressure: from (he L.SD regin e at low 
pressure to subsonic radiation wave at high pres: ire. The 
same model was applied to compare the expansion ■ ’ plasma 
in aluminum vapor and air.23

Neither of the regimes described earlier is separately re
alized for plasma formed near the ablated surface Л cone 
description of the plasma in this case requires the application 
of a two-component model, which describes processes in 
both condensed and gaseous media. The model w a, used in 
Refs. 24 and 25 to study how plasma affects evaporation. 
The plasma screening, thermal and gas-dynamic el) els were 
determined. In particular, it was shown that the pin ma pres
sure can completely suppress the evaporation from tc target 
surface at a temperature much higher than the eq ulibrium 
boiling temperature. 'Die two-dimensional RGD u odcl of 
plasma combined with the one-dimensional model of target 
heating, melting and evaporation was presented in Refs. 26 
and 27. A detailed description of the plasma radiatit n effect 
on the process described was given.

Thus, laser plasma is characterized by a variety ofjmm 
cesses, the relative contribution of which is not km wn in 
advance and should be determined. Mathematical m deling 
provides an effective tool for the analysis of such pr> oleins. 
The main purpose of this study is to model a plasma at the 
air-water interface, under typical LSP conditions and to 
termine the regularities of plasma expansion, absorption, anti 
transmission. The effect of Nd-yttrium-aluminum garnet 
laser is considered at wavelengths of 1.06 and of 0.353 gin, 
pulse duration of 34 ns, and intensity range ol 4 -1 7  
GW/cm2.

The article is organized as follows: The second part con
tains the problem statement based on the 2D RGD model in 
(he cylindrical coordinate frame. The model consists of: (i) a 
system of equations governing inviseid nonhcat-conducting 
gas flow; (ii) a radiation transfer equation considered in dif
fusion multigroup approximation; (iii) Saha-Eggert equa
tions for the determination of plasma charge composition; 
and (iv) the equations of the state and optical properties of 
the plasma. The third part contains an analysis and discus
sion of the results. The typical distribution of temperature, 
density, and electron concentration are shown, the media 
nisms of plasma expansion for IR and UV range effect are 
established, the parameters of transmitted laser pulses and
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their variation witli laser fluency arc determined. As a con
clusion, the main results of the study are briefly formulated.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Problem setup and principal assumptions

The physical setup considered is similar to the one in the 
experiment described by Ref. 8 [Fig- 100]. A metal target is 
covered by a layer of water. Laser light incidents on the 
target and causes the formation of two plasmas near the tar
get surface and air-water interface. A self-consistent model 
of the system should simultaneously describe processes in 
the metal target, water, and air. However, the numerical 
implementation of such a model in the 2D case laces great 
computational difficulties. Considering that the processes in 
the air plasma present the main subject of the research, the 
problem can be essentially simplified by assuming that a thin 
plasma layer already exists above the water surface at the 
beginning of the study. This assumption allows us to exclude 
the water layer and to analyze just the air plasma by means 
of the 2D RGD model.1922

The problem has axial symmetry and is solved in the 
cylindrical coordinate frame introduced in the air domain 
[Fig. 1(b)], The plasma modeling is based on the following 
assumptions:

(1) A thin plasma layer at temperature T = T lml and density 
p=Phoi exists near the air-water interface at initial point 
of time;

(2) Plasma is considered to be the absorbing medium and 
local thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are ful
filled; and

(3) The expansion of plasma is described in an inviscid, 
nonheat-conducting gas approximation.

B. Gas-dynamic expansion

The movement of the plasma is described by the conser
vation equations for mass, momentum, and energy

dp \ d d
- + - - ( г р и ) + - ( Ру) = 0, (1)

d(pu) 1 d d
— + 7 - ( r P« > + - < „ „ „ )  =

d(pv) 1 d d

dz (pi'2) =

d(p + to) 
dl'■

d(p + to)

dz

(2)

(3)

d{pe) 1 d d
—r— + - — ( r p u e ) + — (pve) 

dt r dr dz

I d(nt) dV------------- j-----
Г dr dz

1 dWr d\Vz 

r dr dz
dC, 

I z  ’
(4)

р = р(р ,Г ), e =  e(p,T). (5)

intensity. Three terms in brackets in the right-hand side ol 
Bq. (4) describe three components of the plasma energy bal
ance: work of pressure force, radiation cooling, and laser 
light absorption.

The equation system is subjected to the followi' ig initial 
and boundary conditions:

/ = (»: u=-v~- 0, ( ) ^ ( r z )^  (/.,-/.-),

7 ~  7 |,ol - P=Ai.,i. () =s( rz )=£ (/,/.-), (ft)

7 = 7 0 , P = Po, (/,-/-)<  (rz )« ( / - , / . , )

;• = (): » = (), jjII (7)

z = 0: u -  0, dpi dz ~ dill dz = dPI dz ~ 0; (8)

r /> = />». P = P(), u = v=--()\ ({>)

Z = Lz: P = Pb’ P = Po- 4 = v=0. GO)

C. Plasma radiation transfer

The steady-state RTB is written as follows:

f t  grad/ „ + « • „ / , , = (II)

where f t  is the unit direction vector; / , , , /,, cq are the spectral 
radiative intensity and spectral blackbody intensity (Planck 
function); and к,, denotes the absorption coefficient. The 
main complexity of the Bq. (11) is due to its highci dimen
sionality, as compared to other parts of the model, because 
the unknown function /,, additionally depends on f t  and v 
variables. However, the problem can be substantially simpli
fied if the low anisotropy of plasma optical properties is 
assumed and diffusion approximation is applied to the de
scription of radiation transfer20

div W с к , , U с к ,,U ,

c/3 grad U „+ kj.W,, = (),

where c is the speed of light; W r is the spectral radiativeTrent 
(lux, and V v, U,, a] are spectral energy density of radiation 
and blackbody radiation

8 7rh n2

U (.J (exp(/i i'/A'7') ~ i ) <l3)

The second step of transformation of the Bqs. (II) and (12), 
that depend on radiation frequency v, is the application of 
multigroup approximation.21,28 In the approach, the fre
quency range is divided to a finite number of intervals 
(groups), the unknown functions W „, U :uc assumed to be 
independent of frequency within the intervals, and U,.Mi 
are substituted by frequency averaged values

N

[ Gnin > Gnaxl — 2  I l ’ k -  I > At']> к = I

- i D l: W „ -W A. U, =  Uk,

Here /, r, and z are the time and space coordinates; p stands 
for the density; u, v are the components of the velocity vec
tor; p, to denote the pressure and artificial viscosity; e repre
sents the specific internal energy; VV,., VV. are the compo
nents of the total radiative heat flux; and G denotes the laser

Finally, the initial RTF is transformed into the system ol N 
equations that depend only on time anil space coordinates”'
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div Wk + ci<kUk = ci<kUk.C4, k=  I,/V,
N

Wk = — grad U k, W=(VV,,VVr) = 2  ' V  (14)
3*<k ^  1

N

^ = 2  u k.
1 i

Boundary conditions for the radiation transfer model are set 
as

/•= (): IV, =  0,

of laser radiation by electron gas through the inverse Brcms- 
strahlung mechanism, and accounts for the absorption of 
photons due to electron-ion interactions. The mechanism by 
electron-neutral interactions that is important mostly in 
weakly ionized gases is neglected. For the UV range the 
tabular values of respective spectral groups are used.

The charge composition of the plasma is determined 
from the Saha-IZggcrl equations20"11

М2
CXp(- .It ГУ), / = I .... /.„,;14

N^N, ЯrHi I
Hi - i U  ttI 1

( 19)

<- = (): IV. = т c (7/2,
(15)

r= L r : W,~cU/2, K

r = L . : \V. = cU/2.

The absorption coefficient of the plasma k„= /<,,(/i v,T,p,) 
depends on the radiation frequency, temperature, and density 
of plasma, and is contributed to by several absorption 
mechanisms. In our studies k v is calculated in advance on 
the quantum-mechanical Hartree-Fock-Slater model29 for 
the following range of parameters: Те  (0 .0 1 -2 5 0 eV), p 
e ( 5 X 10”6-  10- 2 cm-3 ), /iu e (0 .0 1 -2 5 0 e V ). The results 
are presented in the form of three-dimensional tables. The 
number of spectral groups N  is equal to 10. Within each 
group r e  [ vk_ | r>j] the Planck or Rosseland mean absorp
tion coefficients are used, determined as

K;,\fluv̂ idT )dv

r ^ _ (d U „ ^ ld T )d v

The equations of the state (5) are determined using the same 
model and were presented in form of two-dimensional 
tables.10

D. Laser radiation transfer

The absorption of the laser radiation as the beam propa
gates parallel to the z axis is described by the transfer equa
tion

Kk = -
/  i-j _ ( Ik t,U r.cq̂  ̂

•C  .f^.cq dv

JG
------ k G  = 0, (16)
oz

with boundary condition

z = L.\ С = С0 е х р [ - ( / /т ) 2]е х р [-(г //? )2], (17)

where r denotes the half width at half maximum of the pulse 
and R is the laser beam radius. The absorption coefficient of 
laser radiation к in the IR range is specified by the following 
formula:201'

' 8 7tc6 /vc5 ;^ 7 /2/v, [ i

ЪтИс((пттк)̂ 72 v*TU2 '
(18)

where Nc and N. are the concentration of electrons and ions 
with charge l (the / = 0 index corresponds to neutrals); Lmax 
denotes the maximum charge of ions accounted in the model; 
h, m, and e are the Planck’s constant, mass and charge of an 
electron, accordingly. Formula (18) describes the absorption

with , Hi being the statistical weights of electrons and ions 
and .// denotes ionization potential.

'Fhe numerical solution of the problem is performed by 
the finite-difference method that is presented in detail in Ref. 
22. The algorithm consists of the main cycle on the time 
variable, and each time step includes three stages: (i) the 
solution of the radiation diffusion equations for each fre
quency group; (ii) (he coupled solution of the averaged equa 
tion of the radiation diffusion and the energy equation; an. 
(iii) the solution of gas-dynamic equations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Onset of the process and initial conditions

The domain i)’S(r,z.)'s:- (L r,L.) is considered to be Idled 
by still air at temperature / ’(0 ,r,г ) = 7 and density 
p(0,r,z) = pa, [Fig. 1(b) |. flic plane z = 0 corresponds to the 
water surface. Laser pulses are single, have wavelengths 
\ =  1.06 ДП1 or \  = 0.353 gm, Gaussian distribution of inten
sity on space and time, [Fig. 1(b)], r=  I.7X 10 8 s, R 
= 0.15cm, and peak intensities G0 of 4 -1 7  GW/cnr.

According to the assumption accepted, the initial hot do
main 0 =S (r, z) ( r(lo, ,zi„,() is specified along the water sur;
face 7’(0,r,z) =  7’|10t and p(0,r,z) =  p|mt, that corresponds to 
water evaporation, the optical breakdown of evaporated mat
ter, and plasma initiation. Here / |mt< L ,., z.iK,{< L T. T 
> T 0, Phot” Po■ The following values of the earlier param
eters are used in compulations: L,.= 5cm , / ,.=  10cm, rh„, 
=  2 R, 7 0 = 0 .03cV, p„= 1.25X10 1 g/cm " V

The setting of 7'h()l and I. values for the IR effect is 
performed by means of adjusting computational and experi
mental dependencies of transmission of the probing laser ra
diation. At fixed intensity G„ the (7jwl,/.)  pair is chosen to 
ensure that the numerically determined transmission coeffi
cient becomes equal to 0.5 at the same time (referred to as 
the cutoff time) as in the experiment.8'12,11 Appropriate data 
are compiled in Table I. As one may conclude from the data 
presented, the temperature of (he initial hot domain is (he 
principal factor in respect to transmission predictions. The 
value of this quantity changes near the I eV. The influence of 
the domain thickness I. is much weaker and its increase from 
50 to 100 p,m requires a reduction of the temperature 7 ho, by 
5%. At the 7ju„ below 0.9 eV plasma is not formed at any 
intensity from the considered range.

For the UV effect the initial data are specified less accu
rately, because direct observations of plasma transmission for
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TABI.Ii I. Selling llie parameters of the initial hoi domain, I .Oft /on. The 
following dala are presented for each value of the peak power density O'»: a) Temperature [eV]
llic experimental value of the cutoff time / 
lure of (he initial hot domain used in

,, the thickness /. 
the compulations.

and tempera- 0.03 —

1 9
Initial hot domain parameters 3

. 1 1
Peak power density Cutoff time /. = 50 /04 .=  100/0)1 0.02 1... 0  8r.„ '/■... r ... TT

(GW/cnr) (us) (cV) (eV) о

6 10-15 1.05 0.УК N

10 0 1.05 0.УК 0.01
1.1 •13 l.l 1.02 MJ S L , n:  0.8

this regime are not available. However, based on pressure 
pulse measurements,.one can estimate that radiation screen
ing at the peak of the laser pulse /tr= 0 n s takes place at the 
intensity G()= 6 GW/cm2.7,32 The situation is reproduced nu
merically if the initial hot domain is specified with param
eters 7’ho,= 2eV  and / ,=  lOOjum.

A nonuniform grid is applied in the computations with 
40-60 nodes on the r coordinate and 50-100  on the г coor
dinate. The typical running time on PC PIII-500 ranges from 
tens of minutes to several hours.

B. Mechanisms of plasma pattern expansion

The regularities of plasma expansion are analyzed using 
computations performed for a laser pulse of Ga 
= 10 GW/cm2 at two wavelengths X= 1.06 /an (referred to as 
IR effect) and \= 0 .3 5 3  /an (UV effect), Figs. 2 -12.

The distributions of temperature, density and electron 
concentration at / = 0 ns for the IR effect are shown in Fig. 2. 
The intensive absorption of laser radiation causes fast tem
perature rise in the initial hot domain 7’m;ix= l 0 e y  [Fig. 
2(a)], Overpressure in the domain leads to the formation of a 
shock wave along the boundary with the undisturbed air 
[Fig. 2(b)]. The maximum density at the shock wave front 
reaches 3X 10~3 g/cm3, and exceeds the background density 
more than twice. The electron concentration also increases 
and has a maximum of =  1020cm ~3 at the shock wave [Fig. 
2(c)]. The later stage of the process ( = 3 4 n s= 2 r  is pre
sented in Fig. 3. For the IR effect, the energy-input rate ap
pears to be sufficient to cause the formation of an ionization 
wave:18 the region of high temperature and electron concen
tration [Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)] that propagates at high speed 
while the density of the gas remains unchanged [Fig. 3(b)].

Plots of the shock wave and ionization fronts for (he IR 
effect are shown in Fig. 4. Locations of the fronts arc deter
mined on the axis of the laser beam ( /= 0 ) :  the ionization 
front coordinate is calculated from the condition a = NeIN{) 
= 0.01 (where Nt, and /V() are the electrons and neutral con
centrations), and the shock wave coordinate corresponds to 
the maximum pressure. The ionization wave is the fastest 
regime of plasma expansion: as seen in Fig. 4 it propagates 
at a high speed =100 km/s, which is a much higher than the 
speed of sound. The shock wave is governed by slower gas- 
dynamic processes and, as a result, moves at a much lower 
speed. Alter termination of the laser pulse the ionization

-0 .2  ,0  , 0 .2  
r [cm]

b) Density [g/cm ]
О.ОЗгк

c) Electron density [cm 3]
0 .03r  ___

1.0x10<2° 
5.0x10t19 
1.0x10*19 
1.0x10+,B 
4.0x10+17 
1.0x10+17

FIG. 2. Contour plots in the compulationiil domain subjected to lasei pulse 
at X—1.06 / i i n, at / — (> ns (peak of the pulse): (a) temperature, (h) density, 
and (c) electron concentration.

front decelerates abruptly, the shock wave overtakes it, and 
starting from the instant ( =  200 ns the plasma expansion is 
characterized by one front.

The energy balance of the plasma consists of three com
ponents: the laser radiation energy, the energy of plasma ra
diation, and the work of pressure. The specific mechanism of 
plasma expansion is in fact determined by the t dative con-
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a) Temperature [eV]
0.6r

b) Density [g/cm3]

Time [ns]

PIG. 4. Coordinates of tlic shock wave and ionization front, \ -  1.06 /on.

line corresponds lo the model that docs not account for the 
plasma radiation transfer. As follows from these results, the 
plasma radiation effectively redistributes energy in the hot 
domain between the water surface and the shock wave. With 
the radiation transfer excluded, the shock wave front be
comes sharper, and the temperature raises by «*2 eV. In the 
domain of the ionization front, on the other hand, the contri
bution of radiation is negligible. The temperature of the do
main is 2 -3  eV and the spectral maximum of emitted radia
tion falls to the 6 - 8  eV range. The cold air absorbs very 
weakly in this range and the radiation leaves the plasma pat
tern unaffected.

Presented in Fig. 6 are several plots of the shock wave 
movement: predicted numerically (solid line), determined 
experimentally by high speed photography12 (dotted line), 
and calculated from the analytic solution for plasma propa
gation speed D ” (dashed line)

c)Electron density [cm'3]

FIG. 3. Contour plots in the computational domain subjected to laser pulse 
at \= 1 .0 6  /tm, r = 34ns (completion of the pulse): (a) temperature, (b) 
density, and (c) electron concentration.

tributions of these components. For the IR effect, the laser 
radiation energy dominates at the vicinity of the ionization 
front, and the work of the pressure is the main factor in the 
shock wave domain. The contribution of the plasma radiation 
is illustrated by the two T(z)  dependencies (Fig. 5), taken at 
the r =  0, t — 17 ns. The dependence presented by the solid 
line is determined by the full model (1)—(19), and the dashed

D =  [2 ( y 2- l ) G 0/p ] '/1,

where y = c /, / e t,«=i 1.4 for the hot air. The numerical and ex
perimental values coincide well. The analytic dependence, 
derived for constant intensity irradiation, correctly describes 
the front movement at the early stage of the process and 
becomes less accurate at the later stage.

Gas-dynamic characteristics of the process: distribution 
of pressure P(z,r = 0 ), normal Vj(z,r =  0 ), and radial 
Fr(r,z =  55 /iim) velocity components are shown in Fin,. 7. 
The initial period of the plasma formation is characterizeTBy 
fast pressure rise that reaches several kilobars [Fig. '(a), 
curve 1]. Further on, the high-pressure domain propagates

FIG. 5. Temperature distribution 7’(z .r  = 0) at l ~  17 ns determined by the 
complete model (solid line), and by the model with radiation transfer ex
cluded (dashed line), \= l.( )6  /cm.
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■ ■ ■ . ‘ . ■ . ■ i ■ • - ■ i ■ — ■ i ■ . i ■ . . .
-50 0 50 100 150 200 250

Time [ns]

FIG. 6. Coordinates of the shock wave, \ =  1 .06 /ли: predicted numerically 
(solid line), determined experimentally (sec Ref. .12) (clotted line), analytic 
solution (see Ref. 18) (clashed line).

a) Temperature [eV]

with the ionization wave and teaches its maximum at Ihe 
shock wave front (Fig. 7(a), curve 2]. As the plasma cools 
down, the pressure also decreases very rapidly [Fig. 7(a), 
curve 3, 4]. The curves of the normal velocity are bipolar 
[Fig. 7(b)]: the positive branch corresponds to Ihe shock 
wave and the negative one to the compression wave, which 
moves toward the water surface. The shock wave speed is

0.06
b) Density [g/cm ]

c) Electron density [cm'3]

О.Обг

6 2.0x10+2°
5 1.5x1 O*20
4 1.0x10l2°
3 5.0x10+19
2 1.0x10+19
1 1.0x10+,B

FIG. 7. Distributions of pressure P (z ,r  =  0) (a), velocity components 
V\(z,r = 0) (b), and Vr( r ,z ~ 5 5  /tin) (c) at several instants of time, \ =  1.06 
/tin.

FIG. 8. Contour plots of the computational domain subjected l»» hiserputsc 
at wavelength X =0.353 /ли, at / = 0 ns (peak of the pulse): (a) temperature, 
(b) density, and (c) electron concentration.

decreased by the high pressure in the domain behind the 
ionization wave, therefore the typical kz=«6 кш/s is almost 
twice as low as the velocity of radial expansion (Fig. 7(c)]. 
At the instant 200 ns the plasma pattern has the torm of a 
half-sphere with radius /•-■=0.3 cm.

For the UV effect the expansion of the plasma has quali
tative distinctions (Figs. 8 anil 9). The plasma absorption rate
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IMG. 9. Contour plots ol (lie computational domain subjected to laser pulse 
at wavelength X =0.353 /on, at r = 34 ns (completion of the pulse): (a) tem
perature, (b) density, and (c) electron concentration.

that diminishes with decreasing wavelength is insufficient to 
support the ionization wave. Screening of the laser radiation 
proceeds mainly on the shock wave front, leading to the 
formation of the LSD wave.'8 The ionization front for this 
regime moves only slightly ahead of the shock wave (Fig.
Ю ).

The contribution of the plasma radiation is also sigtiifi-

FIG. I0. Coordinates of the shock wave ami ionization front, (‘..45.4 /on.

cattily different for the IJV effect. Figure 11, similar to Fig. 5 
for the 1R effect, presents the temperature profiles, deter
mined with and without account of the radiation transfer. The 
sharp front of the shock wave has the temperature of Я — 10 
eV and emits a radiation with spectral maximum at the 
25-30  eV range. The cold air ahead of the shock wave ef
fectively absorbs in this range, which leads to the formation 
of a preionization domain, with air being in the partially 
ionized stale (Fig. II, solid line). For the computation per
formed with the plasma radiation excluded, the domain 
ahead of the shock wave remains cold (Fig. 11, dashed line). 
The plasma radiation also smoothes the shock wave front _. 
and decreases temperature in the hot domain.

Differences in the plasma expansion regime also mani
fest themselves on the pressure and velocity distribution 
(Fig. 12). The shock wave and preionization domains are 
well seen on the profiles of pressure [Fig. 12(a)J. The normal 
velocity F.== 15 km/s is mote than twice that of the IF. effect 
[Fig. I2(b)j. flic radial expansion proceeds similar to the IK 
effect [Fig. 12(c)],

C. Absorption of laser radiation

The laser radiation and plasma interaction is chamcter- 
ized by the absorption coefficient, which depends on three 
variables k =  K{v,T,p). Two of the variables, the tempera
ture T and the density p arc dynamic characteristics of the 
process, while the frequency v is fixed for the given laser. 
For the IR range the absorption coefficient has exponential 
dependence on temperature and linear on density. For Hie UV

IMG. 11. Temperature distribution 7'( r . r -0 )  at /-=17 us determined by the 
complete model (solid line) and by the model with radiation translcr ex
cluded (dashed line), X=(l.353 /on.
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FIG. I2. Distributions of pressure P (z ,r  =  0) (a), velocity components 
V-(z,'' = 0) (b), and Vr{r ,z  =  55 ц т )  (c) at several instants of time, 
\=0.353 /tin.

range both dependencies are approximately linear. This dis
tinction leads eventually to different plasma expansion 
mechanisms.

For the 1R effect, the domain of energy release depends 
primarily on temperature distribution. In the z direction the 
absorption zone lies near the ionization front and propagates 
rapidly toward the laser radiation source. Typical values of 
the absorption coefficient are ( 3 - 4 )  X 102c m ~ \ the laser 
radiation is completely absorbed and does not penetrate 
deeper to the plasma pattern. The radial distribution of the 
absorption is illustrated by the Gs(r,t)  dependencies of the 
laser radiation intensity at the water surface [Fig. 13(a)], The 
size of the absorption zone is much narrower than the beam 
radius R, which is explained by the Gaussian intensity distri
bution G (r,f)~exp[-(/-/R )2] and the high sensitivity of the 
coefficient « to the temperature. At the same time the radia
tion of spatial “wings” of the laser pulse propagates through 
the plasma unimpeded and reaches the water surface. For 
example, at the / = 0, that corresponds to the peak intensity of 
the laser, the domain r=£0.04 cm is completely opaque, 
0.04<r<0.06cm  is partially opaque and rs=0.06cm is 
transparent [Fig. 13(a)]. Later on the opaque domain broad-

X =t.06 (im , G 0=10G W /cm !

X=0.353(1111, Go=10G W /cm 2

0.0 0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4

FIG. 13. Spatial plots of laser intensity at the water surface G\( r , i 1 lor laser 
effect at X=l.()6 /an  (a) and \ =0.353 /ini (b).

ens and a more significant part of the incident radiation is 
absorbed. The sharp boundary of absorption domain along 
the r axis is also well seen on the temperature pints |Figs. 
2(a) and 3(a)]. The integration of (/,(/•,/) on time and space 
yields that =85% of the laser energy reaches the surface of 
the condensed medium. ........_

The reradiation of the plasma can play an important role 
for the IR effect. Presented in Fig. 14(a) are Ws(r, i )  profiles 
of the plasma radiation flux at the water surface. 'Hie maxi
mum value of the Wx(r, l )  is reached at /- = 0, t=  17 ns and is 
equal to =  3X I08 W/cm2. Though the plasma radiation flux 
is significantly lower than the laser flux, its effect can be 
significant, because it penetrates the domain where the laser 
radiation is absent. The plasma reradiates =10% of the ab
sorbed energy of the laser pulse, and thus the total fraction of 
the energy transmitted to the condensed medium is =87%.

For the UV effect the absorption of plasma is controlled 
primarily by density distribution and the maximum of energy 
release is at the shock wave domain. The typical values of 
the absorption coefficient are much lower as compared to the 
1R effect «■=(20-50) cm -1. It means that the size of energy 
release zone along the z axis ~ « “ 1 is comparable to the size 
of the plasma pattern. The absorption of the laser energy in 
the radial direction proceeds in the domain comparable to the 
beam radius r^ R  [Fig. 13(b)], however, the plasma does not 
shield the laser radiation completely. The transmitted flux 
has maximum Gj =  4X  It)9 W/cm2 at / = 0 and ; = / / / .  The 
flux of the plasma radiation lVt(/\r) is as high as = 8  
X 108 W/cm2 [Fig. 14(b)], the rcradiation effect is stronger 
and amounts to 25% of the absorbed energy. Totally, =75%  
of the laser pulse energy is transmitted to the condensed 
medium for the UV effect, which makes it smaller than for 
the IR effect.
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X=1.06(im, Go=10G W /cm !

r [cm]

FIG. PI. Spatial plots of plasma radiation flux at the water surface 11',(/■,/) 
for laser effect at \= l .0 6  fim (a) and \  = 0.35.1 /an (b).

Time [ns]

FIG. 15. Plots of incident G(0,r) and transmitted (/,(0.1) lasci tadialion for 
laser effect at wavelength \  ~  1.06 /tin with intensity of GW /cnr (a),
and ( / „ =  l3GW /cnv (b).

The maximutn concentration of elections reached in the 
plasma also presents important characteristics for the 
plasma-laser radiation interaction. If the critical density of 
electrons Ne cril= inw2/4ire2, w being the laser frequency is 
reached, the plasma becomes completely opaque and reflects 
the incident laser radiation. The Neail values are 9.82 
X 1020, 4.I8X 1021, and 8.84X 1021 cm-3 for the considered 
wavelengths of radiation 1.06, 0.514, and 0.353 /пт appro
priately, while according to the predictions of the model the 
plasma concentration does not exceed 5X 102(,cin-3 for the 
intensity range 4 -1 7  GW/cm2. It means that the critical den
sity of electrons is not reached and the main mechanism that 
shields the laser radiation is the plasma absorption.

D. Transmitted pulse parameters

Due to the plasma absorption, the transmitted laser pulse 
has smaller intensity Gs(r,t)  and duration т1г as compared to 
G(r,t )  and тоГ the incident one. In this paragraph variations 
of transmitted pulse parameters are considered depending on 
the peak intensity Gn. Presented in Figs. 15 and 16 are time 
dependencies of the incident G(0,t) and transmitted pulses 
G,(0,r) in the center of the focal spot /- = () predicted for the 
IR and UV irradiation with intensity of G0 =  6 GW/cm2 and 
G0= 13 GW/cm2.

For the IR effect at Gn = 6 GW/cm2 [Fig. 15(a)] plasma 
initiates only at the end of the incident pulse f»  12 ns and the 
screening effect is weak. As a consequence, the parameters 
of the transmitted pulse: peak intensity G,r(1 and width rlr, 
are approximately the same as the ones of the incident pulse. 
For the effect of G0=  13 GW/cm2 the screening starts al
ready at the leading edge of the pulse f =« — 17 ns [Fig. 15(b)], 
therefore the transmitted pulse appears to be approximately 
two times weaker, G|l 0=“6 GW/cm2, and three times shorter.

г|гте 10 ns. So as the output intensity of the laser equipment 
is increased, the intensity of the effective (transmitted) pulse 
remains constant and the duration even diminishes.

For the UV effect of G() = 6 GW/cm2 and G(l 
= 13 GW/cm2 screening begins at the leading edge in both 
cases (Fig. 16). However, the optical thickness of plasma 
increases much more slowly and as a result, the two trans
mitted pulses have approximately the same intensity and dti-

PIG. 16. Plots of incident (7(0.0 and transmitted 0 ,(0 .0  lasci radiation for 
laser effect at wavelenpth \~ 0 .353  f int with intensity of (70 ~ 6 ( iW/em2 
(a), and C7„“  l3CJW/cnr (b).
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X=1.06pm

Time [ns]

FIG. 17. Transmission coefficient of plasma for laser effect at wavelength 
X=l.06 /cm (a) and X=0.353 yim (b) with intensity of G„ = 6 GW/cm2 (1), 
G0=IOGW /cm 2 (2), and G0= l3G W /cm 2 (3). Dashed lines indicate the 
.ransmission coefficient of the probe laser radiation X = 0.514 yon.

ration: Glr0“ 6GW/cm2, т1гта15п5 at the G0 = 6 GW/cm2, 
and Glro^7 GW/cm2, rlr«d 5n s at the G0 =  13 GW/cm2

The transmission coefficients of plasma, defined as 
Tr(t) = Gs(0,t)/G{0,t) are presented in Fig. 17. This quan
tity, in particular, allows to determine the time over which 
the plasma becomes opaque (optically thick). This time is 
3-5 ns for the IR effect [Fig. 17(a)] and 20 -30  ns for the UV 
effect [Fig. 17(b)], At the UV effect of G0 =  6 GW/cm2 [Fig. 
17(b), curve 1], the plasma does not screen radiation com
pletely and the transmission coefficient starts to increase at 
the end of the pulse because of gas-dynamic expansion.

Also, indicated in Fig. 17(a) are the transmission plots 
determined for the radiation of the probe laser at \= 0 .5 1 4  
/xm. The radiation is screened less effectively due to a 
shorter wavelength. For example, if the time ftr is estimated 
when the transmission coefficient becomes equal to 0.5, the 
introduced error is 2 -3  ns. For the UV effect [Fig. 17(b)], the 
probe radiation is screened more effectively than the main 
laser radiation.

E. Comparison with experiment

A series of computations for the IR effect is presented in 
Figs. 18 and 19. The intensity G0 is varied in the interval 
6-17 GW/cm2, and the transmitted pulse parameters G,r() 
and т1г are determined for every computation. The peak in
tensity of the transmitted pulse first rises up (Fig. 18, solid 
line) then has maximum and reaches some level of saturation 
approximately equal to 6 GW/cm2. Presented in the figure is 
also the plot of an experimental estimation F tr (dotted line).8 
The numerical predictions coincide well with the experimen
tal values in the G()<  12 GW/cm2, but at a higher intensity 
the experimental curve approaches the level of saturation

Mazhukin, Nossov, and Smurov

X=1.06pm

FIG. 18. Dependence of peak intensily of (lie iransmiiled pulse on (he inci
dent pulse intensity, X — 1.06 //m: numerical prediction ( i u„((/„), experi
mental estimation F ,{G {)) (see Kef. 8). and numerical prediction lor

« 1 0  GW/cm2, with an experiment accuracy of ±2  GW/cm2. 
One of the reasons for the two plot deviation is due to (he 
different transmission of plasma at the 1.06 and 0.514 /mi 
(see Sec. HID). The other reason originates from the tech
nique of experimental estimation itself, which includes two 
steps: (i) the instant of time („ is determined when the lians- 
mission Tr is equal to 0.5, 7> (/lr) = 0.5; and (ii) the value of 
the laser intensity at the moment flr is taken as the estimation 
of the transmitted pulse intensity G(lw) =  F lr. The described 
technique is illustrated in Fig. 15(b), and it is obvious that 
the respective deviation is significant. The numerically deter
mined F,r(G ()) curve is also presented in Fig. 18, dashed 
line. The Gll 0 and F,r deviation can be as high as 7 -3 
GW/cm2.

The duration of the transmitted pulse Tlr(G ()), both de
termined numerically and taken from Ref. 8, is shown in l ig. 
19, solid and doited lines, respectively. The pulse width di
minishes from the maximum of 25-30 ns to (he constant 
level = 8  ns, while the experimental curve saturates at 10 15 
ns. rfhe reason for this deviation besides the already men
tioned factor of wavelength, is the difference of precise- 
Gaussian dependence used in computations and (he experi
mental pulse shape. The difference is negligible for the con
sideration of the entire pulse, but becomes more significant if 
the analysis deals with the wings of the pulse.

Also the dependencies of G|r0(G ()) and rlr(G(l) are de
termined for the UV effect at the intensity G() of 4 15

X= 1.06pm

FIG. 19. Dependence of the (rnnsinilted pulse elm union on Ihc incident pulse 
intensity T,,(G„). X= 1.06 yum: predicted numerictilly (solid line) null deter
mined experimenlnlly (dolled line) (see Kef. 8).
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GW/cm3. The respective results arc similar to (lie ones foi 
the IR effect. As G() increases, the peak intensity of the trans
mitted pulse G|r0 saturates at 6 GW/cm2, and the width of 
the transmitted pulse rlr approaches the steady-state value of 
«15  ns, which is twice as great as for the IR effect.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results of the modeling of an air plasma induced by 
IR \= 1 .0 6  /tzm or UV A=0.355 gm laser radiation of the 
intensity range 4 -1 7  GW/cm2 are presented. The results in
dicate strong nonlinear coupling between thermal, radiation, 
and gas-dynamic processes in the plasma. The interaction of 
the processes, ultimately, determines plasma transmission, 
which is the basic parameter of optimization on the irradia
tion regime. The analysis of the results allows one to con
clude:

(1) The dynamics of plasma expansion for the IR and 
UV effect have significant differences. For the IR effect the 
main expansion mechanism is the fast propagation of the 
ionization wave toward the laser source. It is just the ioniza
tion wave that absorbs the major part of the laser radiation in 
this case. For the UV effect the plasma expands in the form 
of the LSD wave, and is mainly influenced by relatively slow 
gas-dynamic processes.

(2) The typical plasma temperature and maximum elec
tron concentration predicted are « 1 0  eV and « 5  
X 102ocm-3 , the critical electron concentration for the con
sidered radiation wavelengths are not reached.

(3) The plasma radiation contributes significantly to the 
redistribution of energy inside the plasma domain and, for 
the UV effect, forms the domain of pre-ionization ahead of 
the shock wave.

(4) For the UV effect the plasma absorption manifests 
itself at lower intensity, but the time needed for plasma to 
become completely opaque is 20-30  ns, while for the IR 
effect the process takes only 3 -5  ns.

(5) As the intensity of the laser effect is increased, the 
peak intensity of the transmitted pulses reaches a level of 
saturation, which is approximately equal for the IR and UV 
effect, but for the latter the transmitted pulse is twice as long.

The proposed model presents an effective tool for the 
analysis of the air plasma in the wide range of laser effect 
parameters used in laser shock processing.
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